K-PARGI SAFETY REGULATIONS
This document is K-PARGI property
Each visitor has to undergo training (instruction), prior to getting over the routes.
1. It is forbidden to get over the routes without training.
2. You must be sure, that you've understood all regulations in the course of training.
3. In case of unclarity - ask!
You are responsible for yourself and your children in the territory of the park.
In case of incorrect actions of the park visitor, violation of these regulations and verbal instruction provisions, resulting in an accident and impairing property, health of
the visitor or surrounding visitors and the park employees, responsibility for the consequences of the accident shall be born by the abuser. Children up to the age of 18
years can get over the routes only with the written consent of the parents (guardians).
Children up to the age of 14 years are allowed to get over the routes only accompanied by an adult, responsible for their activities, their life and health during the route
getting over. (At that, one adult can accompany not more than 4 under-aged). The children may be accompanied by parents (guardians), relatives, indicated in the
parents' written consent to get over the route by the child, or educators responsible for children's life and health on the basis of the order of the organization arranging
the visit. In case of child's wrongdoing, violation of safety regulations and verbal instruction provisions, resulting in an accident and impairing property, health of the
child or surrounding adults, responsibility for the accident consequences shall be imposed on the adult accompanying the child. Payment made by the visitors for the
park use, shall be returned only in case the use of the park was impossible due to the circumstances depending on the park administration.
Equipment application: All equipment used in the park complies with the European Standards (EN).
You obtain intact equipment suitable for its application. Climbing harness ("Harness") has three loops: one at the waist and one for each leg. The "harness" shall be
tight fastened. In case you are not sure that your harness is fastened tight, ask the instructor for help. In the course of route getting over you must always be harnessed to
the safety cable with at least one quick link. In the course of getting over long sections without re-harnessing you must be harnessed to the safety cable with two quick
links.
- Prior to getting over the route you must present the equipment to the instructor.
- Park instructors have identifying marks (badges). In the course of route getting over you must follow all instructors' requirements, indicated as safety requirements.
Routes getting over:
- Next complexity level route getting over is only permissible after getting over all routes of previous complexity level.
- Prior to getting over each phase make sure you are harnessed.
- Move calmly, control your individual equipment.
- At various route sections only one or two persons can move simultaneously along one cable section. The sections permissible for two persons passing shall be
enumerated by the instructor during the verbal instruction.
- Only two persons may stay simultaneously at the platforms.
The park is equipped with mechanical devices. These devices are major hazards by nature in case of abuse. Make sure that you've properly understood everything
during verbal instruction prior to applying these devices. In case of detecting any defects in the park equipment immediately inform the personnel.
The ticket office is closed one hour prior to the park closing. Access to the routes for the visitors shall be closed one hour prior to the park closing. 10 minutes prior to
the park closing you must leave the routes to have time to hand over the equipment.
Requirements to uniform and footwear: Closed footwear - sports shoes, canvas shoes, boots. Not recommended: short-sleeved clothes, shorts above knees, loose hair.
The following persons are not allowed to get over the route:
It is forbidden:
- Persons in a state of alcoholic or narcotic intoxication.
- To walk along the routes without protective equipment
- Persons below height and age prescribed by each route level.
- To go up the emergency (trainers) stairs.
- Persons with heart problems, lung troubles, peripheral vascular diseases,
- To leave the park area with protective equipment on.
- musculoskeletal system disorders, nervous disturbances, mental illnesses.
- To drink alcoholic drinks at the park area.
- Persons with backpacks or bags, persons in dresses/skirts.
- To smoke at the park area.
- Pregnant women:
- To build fires at the park area.
In case of detecting the fact of violation the visitor forfeits the right to get over the routes
In case of detecting the fact of violation the visitor forfeits the right to get over the routes without reimbursement of the whole payment amount.
Course admittance:
Age/height
Child course
Blue course
Red course 1,2
Black course
3-5 years
with adult
---------------------------------------5-7 years, 115 cm+
solo
solo
---------------------------7-12 years, 140 cm+
solo
solo
solo
solo
130 cm+
with adult
with adult
12 years +, 150 cm+
solo
solo
solo
solo
I understand, that in case of violation of safety regulations and verbal instruction provisions by myself or by escorted child, resulting in injuries or fatality, I am
responsible for the consequences.
I also understand, that in case of violation of safety regulations, the personnel has the right to interrupt my getting over the park routes and (or) getting over the park
routes by the child accompanied by me without reimbursement of the ticket cost.
In case of loss/damage of equipment (including natural deterioration), I undertake to pay the amount equal to the equipment cost to compensate the costs in its
replacement.
I, a parent (guardian) of the child aged under 14 years, allow his/her getting over K-Pargi routes, and understand that in case of violation of these safety regulations and
provisions of verbal instruction, conducted by the park instructors during training period, by the child, K-Pargi is not responsible for the circumstances.
In case of getting injured myself or injury of the child accompanied by me, feeling unwell, loss of consciousness I agree that the park instructor will provide the firstaid treatment.
I confirm by my signature that I've read and completely understood the safety regulations; I accept and undertake to comply with them.
The list of participants (for adults and children accompanied by adults):
№ (Over 18 years) Surname/Name of the (Up to 14 years) Surname/Name Filling
Signature of the Telephone
participant/parent/guardian
of the child
date
participant/
parent/guardian
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
For the children above the age of 14 years (to visit K-PARGI without attendance of an adult), it is required to fill the following blank:
I _____________________________________(under-aged father's or mother's surname and name), date of birth ______________,
telephone:____________________, hereby confirm by my signature, that I have read and completely understood the Regulations; I accept the Regulations and know
K-Pargi nature and potential hazards, related to its use, and consent that my son/daughter
______________________________________________________(daughter's/son's surname and name), date of birth ______________, will use K-Pargi without
attendance of an adult.
Date _________________ Parent's signature: ________________

